
BODY SYSTEM 4      STRUCTURAL 

Our structure is framed by bones, muscles, tendons, ligaments, and 
connective tissue, which gives the body form and movement. When 
we are born our 350 bones are soft cartilage that are imbedded with 
harder minerals such as calcium, potassium, and iron as they grow. 
Eventually the baby bones are replaced by true bone tissue minerals 
and become fused to incorporate the adult bone structure that number 
206 to 209, depending on whether there is additional ribs or coccyx.  

Bones are made from the hardest minerals, such as calcium and iron, 
to the softest such as potassium and magnesium, achieving both 
strength and flexibility. The outer portion of bones is harder and the 
inner part is softer. Deep inside bones is a honeycomb of sponge-like, 
porous material called cancellous bone, which is filled with bone 
marrow. Here red and white blood cells are manufactured and then 
tunneled out the vessels that permeate the structure and bring in more 
red blood cells carrying nutrients. 

Bones generally stop growing by the age of 16 for girls and 20 for 
boys, but never stop rebuilding themselves. Bone cells contain two 
types of cells; osteoblasts and osteoclasts. They work together to 
build new bone material on the outside and remove old or toxic bone 
material from the inside. This is where sufficient supplies of minerals 
need to be provided for bones to stay healthy. If there is a shortage of 
minerals elsewhere in the body the bones will de-mineralize to 
sustain another system or organ function. This can lead to debilitating 

bone conditions called osteoarthritis, osteoporosis, osteopenia, and osteomalacia. 

Muscles are what control the movements of the body by converting chemical energy from food 
into mechanical energy. Muscles are paired in twos to make a range of motion possible by 
pulling, never pushing, in different directions. There are more than 600 muscles that consist of 
three different types; heart muscle, smooth muscle, and skeletal muscle, each made up of 
millions of tiny, stringy fibers and microscopic filaments. The smaller muscles have but a few 
fibers while large ones have many. 

Muscles grow strong with use. The effort it takes to contract and move muscles causes the heart 
to direct more blood and nutrients there, stimulating the growth of new muscle fibers and blood 
vessels. Repetitious exercises will make both bones and muscles stronger, but excessive and 
heavy weight exercise will enlarge muscles by causing fibers to tear and scar tissue to build up in 
muscles, eventually weakening them. 

Joints are what keep bones connected, in their sockets, meeting without touching, lubricated, 



cushioned, and movable by the pulling action of muscles. They must last a lifetime, but are 
constructed primarily of silica, which the human body stops producing around the age of 9 or 10.  

The joint is enclosed in a tough fibrous capsule of connective tissue that secretes a synovial 
liquid that lubricates the moving parts. Outside the capsule ligament fibers surround the joint and 
link the bones.  

Ligaments protect the joint capsule and keep any motion of the joint within safe limits. Muscle 
tissue called tendons, or sinews, pass next to large joints, such as the shoulder or knee, so that 
muscles on one side will be linked to bones on the other.  Here small fluid-filled pouches called 
bursae act as buffers. All these fluid filled areas must be kept hydrated, pH balanced, and 
nutrified. 

Even though the combination of bones, muscles and connective tissues that form the frame of an 
adult body only weigh about 30 pounds it is capable of bearing incredible loads. Bones are not 
just hard, they are very resilient, so resilient that bone tissue is 20 times greater than steel. 

For bone density: 
Horsetail 
Marshmallow 
B-complex/Potassium
Nettles-Iron & Calcium
Alfalfa
Tissues & Bone Trans

For joint strength: 
Grass-C 
Horsetail 
Super Minerals 
Joint Support 
Juniper Berry 

For muscle health: 
Echinacea 
Wheat-Magnesium 
Grass-C 
Barley Essence 
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